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Discussion Questions
What gift planning or fundraising
strategy issues can you identify?
What additional information
would be helpful to know?
What institutional risk issues
might arise?
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This case is derived from an actual situation, but is presented for illustrative purposes only. Based on individual facts and
circumstances, your results may differ. The case does not represent tax or legal advice.

Case Study:
A Watershed Gift

I have a 200-acre farm in
Colorado. Can I use it
make a life income gift to
the college that will create
a fellowship in memory of
my father?
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Risks with Life Income Gifts of Real Estate
Environmental
liability
Condition of the title
and the property

Reputation
Lack of liquidity
(cash flow)

Lack of
marketability
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A Watershed Gift—Additional Facts
 Donor, Carlos, is 69 years old
–
–

Retired physician turned farmer
Unmarried, no children

 Bought his farm in 1996 for $500,000
 Grows perennial grass crops
 Nearby municipality, Newman City, is
interested in purchasing the property
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Timeline of Events

May 2018
 Carlos expresses
interest in CRT
 Newman City is
buyer in the
wings
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$4,250,000

A Watershed Gift—Additional Facts
 Carlos and his friend, Rigoberto, farm the property together and divide proceeds of
the farm’s hay sales
 Farm equipment and cut hay are stored on the property
 Carlos lives on the farm and would like to continue to do so indefinitely
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Unrelated Business Taxable Income
Net income from any trade or business, regularly carried on, and unrelated to
the achievement of the charity’s exempt purpose
Dividends, interest, rents, and royalties are generally excepted
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UBTI: Rental Income Exemption
Rental income from real estate is exempt from UBTI unless:
 The property is debt-financed
 The rents are based on profits earned
Rents based on a percentage of gross sales are not UBTI
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Timeline of Events
Summer 2018
 CRT instrument
 Farm lease
agreement with
Rigoberto

May 2018
 Carlos expresses
interest in CRT
 Newman City is
buyer in the
wings
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Self-dealing
Private foundation rules impose penalty taxes on “disqualified persons” who
engage in “self-dealing transactions” with CRTs. IRC §4947(a)(2)
 Donors, lineal descendants, and spouses are disqualified persons
 Self-dealing includes:
– Provision of goods and services (“You can’t live in your unitrust”)
– Leasing property to a disqualified person
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Timeline of Events
Summer 2018
 CRT instrument
 Farm lease
agreement with
Rigoberto

May 2018
 Carlos expresses
interest in CRT
 Newman City is
buyer in the
wings
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Summer 2018
 Deed will carve out
residential parcel
 Rigoberto leases the
equipment and buys
the cut hay from Carlos

A Watershed Gift—Additional Facts
 The mineral rights associated with the land are valuable and could produce
future income. Carlos is considering donating the land but retaining the
mineral interests
 Carlos wants some liquidity at the property’s sale
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Charitable Deduction Issues
Partial interest rule:
Generally no deduction for contribution of a partial interest in property
I.R.C. § 170(f)(3)(A)

Three exceptions:
 a contribution of a remainder interest in personal residence or farm;
 a qualified conservation contribution; and
 a contribution of an undivided portion of the taxpayer's entire interest
in property
I.R.C. § 170(f)(3)(B)(i)-(iii)
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Timeline of Events
Summer 2018
 CRT instrument
 Farm lease
agreement with
Rigoberto

May 2018
 Carlos expresses
interest in CRT
 Newman City is
buyer in the
wings

Sept 5, 2018
 Carlos sells
mineral rights to
utility company

Summer 2018
 Deed will carve out
residential parcel
 Rigoberto leases the
equipment and buys
the cut hay from Carlos
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Timeline of Events
Summer 2018
 CRT instrument
 Farm lease
agreement with
Rigoberto

May 2018
 Carlos expresses
interest in CRT
 Newman City is
buyer in the
wings
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Sept 5, 2018
 Carlos sells
mineral rights to
utility company

Summer 2018
 Deed will carve out
residential parcel
 Rigoberto leases the
equipment and buys
the cut hay from Carlos

Sept 14, 2018
 Farm land deeded
to CRT
 Carlos is initial trustee

A Watershed Gift—Additional Facts

 Newman City says it is ready to close on
the farm purchase in December for
$4.25 million
 In November, the town of Meyerville
reaches out to Carlos for the first time,
saying it is interested in the property
and might be able to pay as much as
$6 million
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Trustee’s Fiduciary Duties
Duty of Loyalty:
 UTC § 802(a) A trustee shall administer the trust solely in the interests of
the beneficiaries
 UTC § 802(b) … a sale or other transaction involving … trust property …
which is affected by a conflict between the trustee's fiduciary and personal
interests is voidable by a beneficiary …
Duty of Prudent Administration:
 UTC § 804 A trustee shall administer the trust as a prudent person would.
… the trustee shall exercise reasonable care, skill, and caution
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Timeline of Events
Summer 2018
 CRT instrument
 Farm lease
agreement with
Rigoberto

Dec 21, 2018
 Farmland SOLD!
 College is
successor trustee

Sept 5, 2018
 Carlos sells
mineral rights to
utility company

Jan 1, 2019
Trust flips
May 2018
 Carlos expresses
interest in CRT
 City is buyer in
the wings

Summer 2018
 Deed will carve out
residential parcel
 Rigoberto leases the
equipment and buys
the cut hay from Carlos

Sept 14, 2018
 Farm land deeded
to CRT
 Carlos is initial trustee
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A Cascade of Issues

Fact
Carlos wants to reside on the farm
Carlos stores cut hay and farm equipment on the property
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A Cascade of Issues
Issue
Self-dealing
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A Cascade of Issues
Solution
Create residential parcel
Lease farm equipment
Sell cut hay
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A Cascade of Issues

Fact
Ongoing farming operation
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A Cascade of Issues
Issue
Unrelated business
taxable income
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A Cascade of Issues
Solution
Created lease agreement
between Rigoberto and the trust
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A Cascade of Issues

Fact
Carlos wants to retain mineral interests
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A Cascade of Issues
Issue
Partial interest rule
(no charitable deduction)
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A Cascade of Issues
Solution
Sold mineral interests separately
before funding the trust
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A Watershed Gift
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Gifts Involving Water Rights
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